In a platoon-based vehicular cyber-physical system (PVCPS), a lead vehicle that is responsible for managing the platoon's moving directions and velocity periodically disseminates control messages to the vehicles that follow. Securing wireless transmissions of the messages between the vehicles is critical for privacy and confidentiality of the platoon's driving pattern. However, due to the broadcast nature of radio channels, the transmissions are vulnerable to eavesdropping. In this article, we propose a cooperative secret key agreement (CoopKey) scheme for encrypting/decrypting the control messages, where the vehicles in PVCPS generate a unified secret key based on the quantized fading channel randomness. Channel quantization intervals are optimized by dynamic programming to minimize the mismatch of keys. A platooning testbed is built with autonomous robotic vehicles, where a TelosB wireless node is used for onboard data processing and multihop dissemination. Extensive real-world experiments demonstrate that CoopKey achieves significantly low secret bit mismatch rate in a variety of settings. Moreover, the standard NIST test suite is employed to verify randomness of the generated keys, where the p-values of our CoopKey pass all the randomness tests. We also evaluate CoopKey with an extended platoon size via simulations to investigate the effect of system scalability on performance.
Design and Implementation of Secret Key Agreement for PVCPS 22:3 Fig. 1 . In PVCPS, a lead vehicle transmits control messages to update the platoon's driving status. The following vehicles act as data-forwarding nodes for command dissemination, which can be overheard by an eavesdropper vehicle. In this example, a simple method with fixed quantization intervals is used to quantize samples of the received signal. The quantization will output 010110000100111. agree upon a unanimous secret key so the disseminated command from the preceding vehicle can be successfully decoded by the following one. However, two critical challenges arise in the secret key agreement. First, the RSS measurements obtained between a pair of vehicles cannot be transmitted over the insecure public channel that is observable to the eavesdropper vehicle, making it hard to reach key agreement for multiple vehicles. Second, previous works on RSS-based secret key generation mainly focused on improving the secret bit generation rate between a pair of nodes (by exploiting multiple antenna diversity [44] , temporally and spatially correlated channel coefficients [8] , or opportunistic beamforming and frequency diversity [14] ). The unanimity problem of key generation over multiple vehicles remains unsolved.
In this article, we propose a cooperative secret key agreement (CoopKey) scheme to address both of the above challenges for secure command dissemination in PVCPS. Unlike existing key generations for point-to-point communication, CoopKey focuses on the unanimous secret key generation over multiple nodes, which is used for encrypting/decrypting the command. One dissemination cycle consists of two stages, i.e., cooperative secret key agreement (CSKA) followed by encrypted vehicular command dissemination (EVCD), and the two stages interchange periodically until all control commands from the lead vehicle are disseminated to the tail vehicle. During CSKA, the vehicles share channel randomness information by transmitting beacon packets. At the end of CSKA, CoopKey cooperatively quantizes the measured/estimated RSS readings on each vehicle in PVCPS. RSS quantization intervals are recursively adjusted until a unanimous secret key can be generated in EVCD. Note that relative mobility of the platooning vehicles is low and stabilized by applying an efficient cruise control in PVCPS, e.g., the techniques in References [20] or [41] , which sustains the reliable RSS measurement.
To evaluate performance and effectiveness of CoopKey in practical environments, a multi-hop command dissemination testbed is built by forming a platoon of Autonomous Robotic Vehicles (ARVs). For onboard data processing and disseminating, a TelosB wireless node that is equipped with an IEEE 812.15.4-compliant RF transceiver is placed on top of the ARV. Motion of the ARV captures random spatial and temporal variations of the reciprocal inter-ARV channel, which is critical to measure the RSS of fading changes. Experiments are conducted along a walking path in front of the building of CISTER Research Centre in Porto, Portugal. The experiments are designed to show the effect of inter-ARV distances, number of RSS quantization intervals, and secret key length on CoopKey. The experimental results confirm the feasibility of using CoopKey for multiple vehicles in real-world PVCPS. The results also demonstrate that CoopKey achieves a lower bit mismatch rate (BMMR) than existing non-cooperative key generation schemes. By applying CoopKey, BMMR of the secret key generated by an eavesdropper is higher than 73%, indicating that any eavesdropper experiencing independent channel fading is not able to obtain the same key as the ARVs. Furthermore, the generated secret key bit streams also pass the randomness tests of the NIST test suite [31] , which validates the effectiveness of CoopKey. CoopKey is also evaluated in simulations with an extended platoon size and inter-vehicle distance to study the scalability.
It is worth mentioning that some preliminary simulation results were reported in Reference [19] , where three static sensor nodes cooperatively generate a secret key to encrypt/decrypt the transmitted data in a 2-hop wireless sensor network. However, the results in Reference [19] can hardly be applied to mobile ARVs in PVCPS, since a fixed inter-node distance results in a stable communication connectivity and small RSS variation. Moreover, the static placement of the nodes in Reference [19] cannot capture the ARV movements on the link characteristics.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the command dissemination security protocol. In Section 3, the steps that incorporate CoopKey for secret key agreement are investigated. Implementation of CoopKey is investigated in Section 4. In Section 5, CoopKey is first evaluated on a multi-hop autonomous mobile robotics testbed. Next, the scalability of CoopKey in PVCPS is studied via extensive simulations. Section 6 presents related work on link-based secret key generation and vehicle network security, followed by conclusions in Section 7.
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL AND SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present a 2-stage command dissemination protocol for the secure data dissemination in PVCPS, followed by a system model. Figure 2 demonstrates the 2-stage command dissemination protocol, with CSKA followed by EVCD, where CoopKey is applied for encrypting/decrypting the control command. The purpose of CSKA is to share link information among the vehicles, where the vehicles broadcast a single beacon packet in turn. Specifically, the ID number of vehicles fits in the beacon. Transmitting the beacon packet is initialized by the lead vehicle, which solely decides the driving status. Similarly, the adjacent following vehicle broadcasts its beacon packet once the beacon from the lead vehicle is successfully received. Ideally, both the lead vehicle and its adjacent following vehicle should measure the RSS values at the same time by receiving the beacon packets. However, typical commercial wireless transceivers are half duplex, i.e., they cannot both transmit and receive the signals simultaneously. Thus, the two vehicles must measure the radio channel in one direction at a time. Since the time between transmissions of the beacons is much smaller than the inverse of the rate of change of the channel, the measurements have similar RSS readings [10] . Note that the beacon packet of the next vehicle can be an acknowledgment to the reception of the preceding vehicle's beacon. In other words, if the beacon of the next vehicle is not received, the preceding vehicle will have to retransmit its beacon packet.
Command Dissemination Protocol
At the end of CSKA, when all the vehicles in PVCPS finish the beacon transmission, the following vehicles estimate the RSS values between the first two vehicles in the platoon. Next, the CoopKey scheme is carried out to generate a unanimous secret key based on the estimation of the RSS values. Details will be discussed in the next section.
Note that multiple beacon transmissions can be initialized by the lead vehicle in one dissemination cycle. In this case, CoopKey can be conducted in Z iterations (Z ≥ 1), and Z secret keys are generated at each vehicle. The larger value of Z , the lower RSS estimation errors. This, in turn, leads to a higher likelihood that the generated keys can be unified due to 1 − (1/R BM M ) Z , where R BM M denotes secret bits mismatch rate and 0 ≤ 1/R BM M ≤ 1.
In terms of overhead, consider a 10-vehicle platoon and the lead vehicle transmits 5 beacon packets in one dissemination cycle. The length of a beacon packet is 4 bits. Thus, the total overhead consists of 200 bits, which is much smaller than the size of a data packet. Therefore, the overhead of beacon transmission is negligible due to the small amount of payload.
For encrypted transmission of the control commands, at the first time slot of EVCD in the dissemination cycle, the lead vehicle uses its secret key generated by CoopKey to encrypt its data packet, and immediately forwards to its next following vehicle. The following vehicles in PVCPS forward the received data packet all the way to the tail vehicle while using their own secret key for the packet decryption. In addition, to enhance the transmission reliability of the data packet, the following vehicles utilize one-hop point-to-point communication in EVCD, which can be supported by both low and high data rate transmissions such as IEEE 802.15.4 in wireless sensor networks [1] , or Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC)/ITS-G5 in vehicle networks [26] .
System Model
As the platoon size is predetermined before forming the platoon, we consider an N -vehicle PVCPS, and the command dissemination forms (N − 1) wireless hops. For the sake of driving safety, the non-leading vehicle in the platoon is required to maintain a certain distance with the preceding one at any time slot t, which is denoted by d i, j (t ) (i, j ∈ [1, N ]). t ≤ T , where T is the total number 
total number of quantization intervals R BM M l number of secret bits that mismatch at the lth quantization interval ξ + l and ξ − l upper and lower thresholds of the lth quantization interval, respectively K i the secret key generated by v i Q length of the Gray codeword of time slots in CSKA. Without loss of generality, we consider that the vehicles are traveling with no need to change the platoon size or perform maneuvers (split, merge, leave, etc.), which keeps the operations of cruise control simple. In particular, Line of Sight (LOS) communication between the vehicles is available, as the antenna can be installed on top of the vehicle, and the platoon travels on the same road segment. Thus, large-scale path loss is considered to model the inter-vehicle communication channel. Let P tx i (t ) denote the transmit power (in dB) of a beacon packet at v i . The receive power at v j that depends on the distance between v i and v j can be given by
where ϑ is a positive fixed constant relating to the channel, and η P L is the path loss exponent. The term ϕ i, j (t ) denotes the lognormal shadow fading over slot t. Thus, we know
where H i, j (t ) = P tx i (t ) − P r x j (t ) presents the RSS of the channel between sender v i and receiver v j . According to the reception of the beacon packet, the RSS value between v i and v j (i ∈ [1, 2], j ∈ [3, N ]), i.e., H 1, j (t ) and H 2, j (t ), can be measured by the following vehicle v j .
Given the driving pattern of the platoon, the distance between v 1 and v 2 can be obtained by
According to Equation (2), the RSS of the link between v 1 and v 2 can be estimated by the other (following) vehicle v j (j ∈ [3, N ]) based on the difference between H 1, j (t ) and
, where H j 1,2 (t ) denotes the estimate of H 1,2 (t ) at v j . Therefore, all the vehicles in PVCPS can have (either measured or estimated) RSS information of the channel between v 1 and v 2 . A unified secret key can be generated at the vehicles in PVCPS once H 1,2 (t ) and H j 1,2 (t ) are properly quantized by v i and v j (i ∈ [1, 2], j ∈ [3, N ]), respectively. Notations used in the article are summarized in Table 1 .
COOPERATIVE SECRET KEY AGREEMENT
In this section, we investigate adaptive RSS quantization and secret key extraction to incorporate CoopKey during CSKA. In addition, an eavesdropper that can also quantize the RSS measurement in attempt to recover the secret key is also discussed.
Adaptive RSS Quantization
can be different, due to the motion of the vehicles and multipath fading, the generated secret key bits at the vehicles in PVCPS can possibly be inconsistent if the quantization intervals are not properly determined. In this step, the variations of the RSS are optimally quantized for generating the secret keys. Specifically, v 1 and v 2 quantize H 1,2 (t ), while the other following vehicles v i (i ∈ [3, N ]) quantize the H i 1,2 (t ) so the fading channel randomness can be converted into bit vectors. We define R BM M l as the number of secret bits that mismatch at the lth quantization interval, which yields
where 0 ≤ 1/R BM M ≤ 1, (·) stands for the operation of XOR, and f qnt (·) is a quantizer to convert RSS measurements into key bits. In particular, f qnt (·) can be given by [30] 
where 1 < l ≤ L, and L denotes the total number of quantization intervals. ξ + l and ξ − l denote the upper and lower thresholds of the lth quantization interval, respectively. x i (t ) is the RSS measurement at vehicle v i in time slot t.
Due to the fact that ξ
can be recursively adapted with the aim of minimizing R BM M l . Note that ξ − 1 is the minimum required RSS for decoding the packet, which is known a priori. Motivated by this, we propose a dynamic programming approach for achieving a feasible RSS quantization intervals allocation with a polynomial complexity. Specifically, we define the subproblem for the first l intervals by Φ l , which leads to the minimum mismatch rate of RSS quantizations, as given by
According to the Bellman Equation [6] , Φ l can be solved recursively, based on the results of all preceding subproblems Φ l −1 . It can be given by
The number of subproblems Φ l depends on the total number of quantization intervals, L. After solving all the subproblems, the quantization intervals can be given by
Backward induction has been widely used to solve dynamic programming problems and can determine a sequence of optimal actions by reasoning backwards [9] . It starts by first assessing the last bound of the quantization intervals, i.e., ξ + L , and then uses the outcome to determine the second-tolast bound, i.e., ξ − L . This continues until the bounds are decided for all the quantization intervals. The details are presented in Algorithm 1.
In terms of time complexity of Algorithm 1, the number of subproblems to be solved depends on the total number of quantization intervals, L. The time complexity of solving each subproblem using (5) is O(1). The time complexity of backward induction is O(L). Therefore, the overall time complexity of CoopKey is O(L 2 ), which is applicable to a practical PVCPS. (5) . 4 :
10:
Upper threshold: ξ + l ← (6).
11:
Trace backward: ξ − l → ξ + l −1 .
12:
l → l − 1. 13: end for 14: RSS measurement of the vehicle at t is quantized according to (4).
Secret Key Extraction
After the RSS quantization, an encoding scheme, i.e., f v i encoding (ξ − l , ξ + l ) is utilized to assign a binary codeword to each quantization bin [ξ − l , ξ + l ] for extracting the secret key K i . Specifically, we implement Gray coding as an example of f v i encoding (ξ − l , ξ + l ) as follows [23, 42] :
• Generate a Gray codeword list whose two neighboring codewords only have one-bit difference. Moreover, the list contains 2 Q possible codewords, where Q denotes length of the Gray codeword.
can be the codeword list that circularly shifts K + i (l ) by two elements.
can be employed by other existing encoding schemes, e.g., Gillham coding and Lucal coding. Based on the codeword of f v i encoding (ξ − l , ξ + l ), well-studied symmetric secret keys can be straightforwardly generated to encrypt and protect the transmissions at every hop. Algorithm 2 depicts the algorithm flow of cooperative secret key agreement in CoopKey.
Also note that the proposed CoopKey algorithm is compatible with state-of-the-art secret key reconciliation schemes, such as Cascade [40] , low density parity check [25] , and Turbo code [12] , where the secret bit discrepancies of the key agreement resulting from random channel noises are reconciled for all the vehicles. The overhead of the reconciliation can be reduced by taking advantage of a high key agreement rate achieved by CoopKey. Therefore, CoopKey guarantees the key agreement and correctness at the vehicles in the presence of the RSS measurement randomness. Beacon packets are broadcasted by the vehicles. 5 : 8: Secret key extraction: 9: for l ≤ L do 10: if 11 :
12:
end if 13: if 14 :
15:
end if 16 : end for 17: Output: the Q-bit secret key K i . 18: The secret key K i is used by v i (i ∈ [1, N ]) to encrypt/decrypt the data.
The Eavesdropper
An eavesdropper is typically wavelengths away from the platoon and can experience an independent radio channel [11] . This is because the eavesdropper can be noticed or detected when it is too close to the platoon (e.g., less than a few wavelengths from the platoon). As the vehicles of the platoon drive at a highway speed in a fully automatic fashion, a dedicated lane is likely to be reserved on the highway for vehicular platoons for driving safety. Any other vehicles taking the reserved lane can be regarded as eavesdroppers. However, an eavesdropper can travel in parallel to a platoon at the similar velocity, while keeping some distance to not be noticed.
The eavesdropper can overhear the beacon packets during CSKA, and quantize the channels from the platooning vehicles in attempt to recover the secret key. The eavesdropper who attempts to decode cruise control information of the platoon is not interested in disrupting the key agreement in PVCPS. Moreover, the eavesdropper is not able to possess the a priori knowledge of RSS measurements between two arbitrary locations that the platooning vehicles are, since such environmental sensitive information requires significant effort to obtain, e.g., recording RSS fingerprints of every movement along the highway in advance.
IMPLEMENTATION OF COOPKEY TESTBED
We implement CoopKey with the command dissemination protocol on our multi-hop ARV testbed, as shown in Figure 3 . The testbed is built with a platoon of four ARVs, from v 1 (the lead ARV) to v 4 (the tail ARV). Particularly, the two adjacent ARVs are physically connected by a pulling rope to ensure that the platoon maintains the same travelling direction. The ARV is built based on a low-cost robot WIFIBOT [3] . Mechanical design and four-wheel drive of WIFIBOT allow the ARV to move over irregular surfaces or even small obstacles. Moreover, the small dimensions (length = 28cm, width = 30cm, and height = 20cm) and low weight of 4.5kg make the ARV easily transportable and manageable during the experiments. With regards to the wireless communication interface, the Crossbow TelosB wireless node mounted on a 1m-high plastic pole is placed on top of the ARV. Specifically, the TelosB node is a low-power wireless sensor module equipped with an IEEE 812.15.4-compliant RF transceiver (the Chipcon CC2420 operating in the 2.4GHz frequency band), a built-in antenna, and an 8MHz TI MSP430 microcontroller. The TelosB node has the maximum data rate of 250kbps, while the maximum transmission power is 0dBm. In particular, the data rate and transmission power of all ARVs are set to the maximum level during our experiments. In terms of packet length, the payload of the data packet has 100 bytes while the beacon packet is 1 byte. Although the TelosB node is designed for low data rate transmission and low computation capabilities, it is still applicable for executing CoopKey at the ARV testbed due to a short data packet length. Moreover, we also connect the TelosB node at the tail ARV, i.e., v 4 , to a laptop via a USB connection to record the secret key and data packet at the ARV for postprocessing and analysis.
The transmission of data packets is initialized by the lead ARV. The data packets are encrypted by CoopKey at the lead ARV and immediately disseminated to its adjacent following ARV all the way to the tail ARV. When the tail ARV successfully receives the data, it broadcasts an acknowledgement packet so the lead ARV can transmit a new packet. In case of packet loss during the dissemination, a timeout of the packet dissemination at the lead ARV is set to 3 seconds. In other words, the lead ARV disseminates a new data packet if the acknowledgment from the tail ARV is not received within 3 seconds. Moreover, an experiment is conducted on the ARV testbed to measure RSS at the three following ARVs with the different inter-ARV distance. Figure 4 shows that RSS at the following ARVs drops with the inter-ARV distance, which demonstrates feasibility of the channel estimation in CoopKey. Fig. 4 . RSS of the first and the last following ARVs with regards to 2m or 5m of the inter-ARV distance (i.e., d v ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first present experimental scenarios and performance metrics for evaluating CoopKey. Then, extensive experiments are conducted on the ARV testbed to show the Bit Mis-Match Rate (BMMR) of PVCPS with regards to inter-ARV distances, RSS quantization intervals, and Z iterations. To further reveal the security of CoopKey, we show BMMR of the secret key that is generated by the eavesdropper when it overhears the beacon packets. In addition, to study the effect of system scalability on the performance, CoopKey is also evaluated in simulations with an extended platoon size.
Experimental Setup
The ARVs in our testbed travel in a straight line with the velocity about 0.3∼1m/s, which is determined by the lead ARV, keeping the operations of the cruise control simple. Although the experiments are conducted at a low speed, the performance evaluation is still convincing, since the proposed secret key agreement is achieved based on the optimal quantization of the RSS no matter what speed the PVCPS drives. Duration of one experiment (i.e., traveling time of the ARVs) is around 10 minutes. The inter-ARV distance increases from 2m to 8m given P tx i (t ) = 0dBm. The number of RSS quantization intervals, i.e., L, is 2 or 5. To explore the impact of Z , CoopKey is conducted in 1, 5, 10, 15, or 20 iterations. Moreover, payload of the beacon packet contains Pack-etType and SenderID. The field PacketType is set to "1" for the beacon packet and "0" for all other data types. The ACK packet of the tail vehicle has one bit, where "1" indicates that the data is successfully received; otherwise, it is "0."
We also carry out a comparison study between CoopKey and the non-cooperative key generation scheme (named as "LocalKey"), where each following ARV separately generates its secret key based on the quantized RSS measurement when the beacon packet is received. In terms of the performance metric, BMMR of PVCPS defines the number of secret bits generated by the following ARV, which mismatches the one generated by the lead ARV, over the Q bits. Thus, it gives 
where K i (q) (i 1) is the qth bit of the key generated by ith ARV. A mobile device is considered as the eavesdropper, which is 2m away from the second ARV in our testbed. The eavesdropper travels in parallel to the platooning ARVs with the similar velocity. A TelosB node is placed on the eavesdropper for overhearing the transmission of the platooning ARVs. Moreover, the eavesdropper also applies CoopKey to generate its secret key for decoding the overheard data packets. Figure 5 shows BMMR at v 2 and v 4 with an increasing inter-ARV distance, where Z = 1 and L = 2 or 5. We can see that CoopKey with L = 2 achieves about 22% lower BMMR than LocalKey at v 2 and v 4 . This is because CoopKey recursively adapts the quantization intervals at each ARV based on the measured/estimated RSS readings for generating a unanimous secret key. Moreover, BMMR of CoopKey at v 2 and v 4 gradually increases with the inter-ARV distance due to channel estimation errors caused by the RSS measurement randomness. Particularly, BMMR of CoopKey at v 2 is lower than the one at v 4 by 4% when d v = 2m, since v 2 generates the secret key with the RSS readings of the beacon packet, while v 4 generates the key with the estimated RSS of H 1,2 (t ).
Performance of Secret Key Agreement

BMMR.
We also observe in Figure 5 that decreasing the quantization intervals, i.e., L, reduces BMMR of CoopKey. Specifically, BMMR at v 2 and v 4 drops from 0.06 to 0.02, and from 0.12 to 0.07, respectively, while L decreases from 5 to 2. This indicates that the small number of quantization intervals makes the vehicles easy to reach key agreement. However, decreasing L results in a rise of security vulnerability on the generated secret key, where the eavesdropper may generate the same secret key as the platooning vehicles. Therefore, it is critical to comprehensively configure L according to the required BMMR and the platoon size. Figure 6 demonstrates BMMR at v 2 and v 4 with the growth of secret key length Q, where Z = 1, d v = 2m, and L = 2 or 5. Generally, BMMR of CoopKey increases with the secret key length. The reason is because the longer the secret key is, the more secret bits need to be generated and unified, and in turn, the lower chance that the quantized RSS readings become consistent. In particular, CoopKey with Q = 2 at v 2 achieves the minimum BMMR, which is about 0.019 (at L = 2) or 0.02 (at L = 5). Moreover, when the key length increases to 7 bits, BMMR at v 2 is less than 0.061. At v 4 , the BMMR of CoopKey with L = 2 and 5 is smaller than 0.065 and 0.1 when Q is less than 7 bits. Shortening the secret key length of CoopKey reduces BMMR; however, a drop in the number of secret bits results in a fall of transmission security, where the eavesdropper may generate the same key to decode the data. Therefore, it is critical to holistically configure Q in PVCPS according to the minimum requirement of the BMMR and quantization intervals.
In Figure 7 , Z of CoopKey increases from 1 to 20 iterations, given L = 2 or 5 and d v = 2m. In this case, CoopKey is conducted in Z iterations (Z ≥ 1), and Z number of secret keys are generated at each ARV. It is observed that BMMR generally decreases with the growth of Z values. In particular, given L = 2, the BMMR at v 3 and v 4 drops from 0.076 and 0.07 to 0.02 and 0.025, respectively. It confirms that the larger Z is, the smaller the estimation errors are, and in turn, the higher likelihood that the keys become consistent due to 1 − (1/R BM M ) Z . Therefore, increasing Z can reduce BMMR of CoopKey.
Secret Bits Randomness.
To ensure that the secret key generated is substantially random, the standard randomness test suite from NIST [31] is employed to verify the effectiveness of Coop-Key. Given 16 different statistical tests in the NIST test suite, we run 8 of them and calculate their p-values. The p-value indicates the probability that a perfect random number generator would have produced a sequence less random than the input sequence that is tested. The reason for selecting the 8 NIST tests is because their recommended input size meets bit streams of the secret keys in our experiments. Note that the remaining 8 tests require a very large input bit stream (more than 10 6 bits), where a large number of keys (in gigabytes) need to be generated. Moreover, each test is conducted in 7 scenarios from A to G, where d v increases from 2m to 8m. To pass the test, all p-values must be greater than 0.01. Table 2 , all the keys generated by CoopKey pass the test and have much larger p-value than 0.01, which is the threshold to pass the test. In particular, a p-value larger than 0.01 indicates that the secret bit streams of CoopKey are random with a confidence of 99%. Furthermore, the randomness of the keys generated by CoopKey substantially increases the time complexity of cracking the keys at the eavesdropper, hence protecting the data dissemination from the eavesdropping attacks.
As shown in
BMMR of the Eavesdropper
To further unveil the security of CoopKey, Figure 8 plots the BMMR of the eavesdropper with regards to its relative locations to the platoon. The BMMR of the eavesdropper calculates the number of secret key bits generated by the eavesdropper, which mismatch the key bits generated by the platooning vehicle. Therefore, the higher BMMR the eavesdropper's decoded data has, the more secure key agreement CoopKey achieves.
We consider three specific locations of the eavesdropper, i.e., P1, P2, and P3. P1 is the location of the eavesdropper next to the middle of v 1 and v 2 , P2 is the one next to the middle of v 3 and v 4 , and P3 is the one 3m behind v 4 . For each location, the distance between the eavesdropper and the platoon enlarges from 3m to 6m. Here, we assume that the eavesdropper can be identified when the distance is less than 3m.
As observed, the lowest BMMR is about 0.73, where the eavesdropper is 3m away from the platoon at P1. With the growth of the distance, the BMMR of the eavesdropper increases to 0.75. Furthermore, when the eavesdropper is 6m away from the platoon at P3, its BMMR is about 0.77. The reason is that randomness of the RSS measurements at the eavesdropper is much higher than the one at the platooning ARVs due to misalignment with the ARVs. As a result, the quantization intervals of the eavesdropper could be very different from the ones used by the ARVs given 3. A high BMMR at the eavesdropper indicates that the eavesdropper is not able to recover the secret key generated by CoopKey at the ARVs, even though the eavesdropper has the knowledge of CoopKey. The key agreement achieved by CoopKey is highly secure against the eavesdropping attack.
Runtime Measurement
In this experiment, the disseminated data packets from the lead ARV to the tail one are encrypted by CoopKey (where Z = 1, 5, 10, 15, or 20) . Table 3 shows average end-to-end latency of the data dissemination, where we repeat the experiment 10 times at each setting of Z . Particularly, the runtime is calculated by summing up the execution time of CoopKey, the data transmission time at the ARVs, and the propagation delay of the data packet. From Table 3 , we can see that the average latency grows with the increase of Z iterations. This is reasonable, because Algorithm 1 is conducted to derive the optimal quantization intervals with multiple iterations, which results in extra execution time. Based on Figure 7 and Table 3 , a tradeoff between the BMMR of CoopKey and the data dissemination latency can be known. Specifically, the higher Z leads to the more unified secret key bits in CoopKey while sacrificing timeliness of the data dissemination. Therefore, the parameter Z has to be chosen to reduce the BMMR of CoopKey for the key agreement while meeting the critical need for the low-latency data dissemination in PVCPS.
Scalability Study
To study the effect of system scalability on the performance, CoopKey is evaluated with an extended platoon size based on simulations. Figure 9 plots the BMMR of CoopKey in terms of the platoon size of PVCPS, where L is set to 11 or 16. The distance between the two vehicles is maintained at d v , which is set to 10 or 15m.
The BMMR of CoopKey increases with the growth of N . Specifically, when N = 4, the CoopKey schemes with d v = 10m and d v = 15m have a similar BMMR. Moreover, when N ≥ 5 vehicles, CoopKey with d v = 10m has lower BMMR than the one with d v = 15m. In particular, the BMMR of CoopKey with d v = 15m rises from 6% to 100%, while the one with d v = 10m increases less than 15%. This confirms the fact that a short inter-vehicle distance in Equation (2) leads to a strong RSS, which effectively reduces BMMR.
In Figure 9 , it is also observed that increasing the quantization intervals, i.e., L, results in a high BMMR. For example, in the case that d v = 15m and d v = 10m, CoopKey with L = 16 has 50% and 8% more BMMR than the one with L = 11, when N = 8 and 10, respectively.
LITERATURE REVIEW: SECRET KEY GENERATION IN MOBILE NETWORKS
In this section, we review the literature on secret key extraction from the RSS variations in mobile networks.
Link-based Secret Key Generation
The effectiveness of link-based secret key extraction between two wireless devices, e.g., temporalspatial variations in the radio channel, and mobility of the devices, is experimentally measured [15] . An environment-adaptive secret key generation scheme is developed to improve secret bit generation rate by extracting multiple bits from each RSS measurement. In Reference [34] , a secured communication scheme is studied for automotive wireless communication. Symmetric cryptographic keys are generated between two vehicles, based on physical randomness of the automotive wireless channel under memory and performance budgets. A secret key generation framework, called HRUBE, extracts the secret bits from a series of radio channel measurements between two wireless devices [27] . The channel measurement is quantized by HRUBE to an arbitrary number of secret bits without censoring. However, HRUBE requires to precisely know a priori statistical knowledge of the channel distribution to obtain the key length, which is not practical in real-world environments. To address this limitation, Croft et al. study a ranking method to remove non-reciprocities of the unknown channel characteristics between the two devices [10] . The ranking method also enables the secret bit extraction process independent of the unknown channel distribution.
For the key agreement of two mobile devices, the impact of mobility patterns in obtaining the uncorrelated channel measurements is studied in Reference [45] . It is found that channel impulse responses are mostly uncorrelated when movement step size is larger than one foot. Moreover, the measured channel impulse responses are encoded, and the mismatched secret bits between the two devices can be reconciled by using forward error correction.
The channel response from multiple Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) subcarriers can provide the channel information for the RSS-based key generation [23] . A channel gain complement method is developed to reduce the non-reciprocity of RSS in the key generation. In Reference [12] , the vehicle-to-vehicle communication characteristics, e.g., multipath propagation and surrounding scatterers' mobility, are incorporated in the key generation process. The non-reciprocity compensation method in Reference [23] is used by the transmitter to generate the secret key according to designated RSS, while Turbo codes are used for channel information reconciliation of multiple links. A stochastic vehicular channel model is utilized to generate the receiver's channel response.
However, most works in the literature are interested in generating the key to encrypt point-topoint communications based on mutually known channel information. This can hardly meet the critical need for the key agreement of multiple users, e.g., vehicular platoon, where the secret key has to be generated and conformed at each vehicle based on the local channel observation.
In Reference [24] , relay nodes are deployed to assist the RSS-based key generation between two devices. The relay nodes send the difference of RSS over different radio channels to the two devices. A framework is developed for the two devices to utilize the information received from the relay nodes and RSS measurements between the relay nodes and themselves to generate the secret key. Wang et al. present a key generation protocol in narrowband fading channels, where the sender and the receiver extract the channel randomness with the aid of relay nodes [36] . Their protocol applies a time-slotted key generation scheme, where each relay node contributes a small portion of key bits so the complete global key bit information is not available to the relays.
However, the key generation with the aid of relay nodes is not applicable to PVCPS, since employing relay vehicles can be costly. In addition, the key agreement with relays would cause extra latency on the control command dissemination, which can lead to cruise control failures due to lack of timely updates on the driving status.
Application-dependent Secret Key Generation
Social ties of mobile devices, which characterize the strengths of relationships among mobile users, can be leveraged to generate the secret key with the assistance of relay pairs [37] . On the basis of social ties, the selection of relay pairs is formulated by coalition game theory for improving secure key generation rate while protecting the secret keys from both eavesdropper and non-trusted relays. In Reference [18] , a handshake-based pairing scheme between wrist-worn smart devices is developed based on the observation that, by shaking hands, both wrist-worn smart devices conduct similar movement patterns. A device-pairing scheme is developed by exploiting the motion signal of the devices generated by the handshake to negotiate a secret key between users. A fuzzy cryptography algorithm is further studied to remove distortion of the extracted acceleration data, thus ensuring the robustness of the key agreement. In References [22] and [28] , heartbeat intervals measured by wearable medical devices are used as a random source to generate secret keys. The heartbeat intervals can be sampled by electrocardiogram sensors or piezo vibration sensors. It is shown that the heartbeat-based secret key is secured against typical attacks and power-efficient in wireless body sensor networks.
A random secret key generation scheme that integrates differential logical pattern method is presented in Reference [33] . In particular, an input message is split into a number of blocks for pattern extraction. A random key is generated based on the generated pattern, where the differential logical pattern method performs the encryption process with differential mode of the input message. A key agreement protocol is studied for user authentication in Internet of Things (IoT) networks [39] . The key generation applies cryptographic hash function along with the symmetric encryption/decryption, which supports various functionality features, such as user login, sensing node registration, and biometric update. Biometric information can be used for key generation and agreement between two parties over an open network [5] . To improve robustness of the key agreement, random orthonormal projection and biometric key binding are explored to combine biometrics with existing authentication factors.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we study the CoopKey scheme for securing the vehicular control command dissemination in PVCPS. The secret key is generated based on the quantized RSS measurements of the inter-vehicle radio channel. The RSS quantization intervals are recursively adjusted until a unanimous secret key is generated for encrypting/decrypting the disseminated command. For evaluating performance of CoopKey, a platooning testbed is built on multiple ARVs and TelosB wireless nodes. Extensive experiments demonstrate that CoopKey achieves significantly lower secret bit mismatch rate with respect to the platoon size, the inter-vehicle distance, and the number of quantization intervals. CoopKey is also evaluated in simulations with an extended platoon size and inter-vehicle distance to study the effect of system scalability on the performance.
Indeed, the work presented in this article could be extended in many interesting directions. For example, in our future work, CoopKey will be developed for the key agreement when PVCPS performs maneuvers, such as split, merge, or leave. In this case, a statistical process needs to be characterized to estimate the randomness of the RSS measurements between v 1 and v 2 given each operation of the cruise control. CoopKey will also be implemented on off-the-shelf vehicular On Board Units (OBUs) that support DSRC/ITS-G5 communication protocols. Moreover, a multi-vehicle wireless testbed equipped with the OBUs will be built to measure the performance of CoopKey in highway scenarios.
